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Data Management Across The Supply Chain The Cornerstone of High Definition Retailing Abstract This white paper examines one of the most pressing retail management challenges to date: improving data quality and accessibility across the entire supply chain. It identifies the critical challenges associated with managing both small and large data models, and describes the problems and obstacles retailers face as they begin to establish a major implementation of a large-scale system. It details potential solution strategies, and the benefits and results these strategies can play on effective supply chain operations.



This white paper will also closely examine the implementations of two organisations, each with different pre-implementation requirements and critical project success factors. These two organisations, each of different size and scope, will enhance the understanding of how effective data management can profoundly influence a retailer’s performance.
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Prelude



Better Data Leads to Better Decision Making Every retail executive has heard this phrase a countless number of times. The question is: How do we bring all of our data together into one centralised source such as an item master, and provide a common interface and reporting for all users? How do we persuade users to leave the comfort of departmental databases and spreadsheets with highly customised interfaces and reporting facilities? Many retailers turn to outside solution providers to help implement commercial systems that incorporate industry data models and management techniques. Once this is decided, what are the necessary next steps? Should we make an investment in a commercial industry solution or should we develop an in-house solution? Which solution provider really understands my needs? What sort of benefits should I expect to receive, and how long will it take? Will it work with my existing in-house systems? These are critical issues that must be carefully addressed by retail business and systems management. This white paper will narrow the scope of these larger systems decisions, to ones centred around optimised data management and utilisation of the supply chain. It discusses the initial challenges, barriers to implementation, solution strategies, and benefits and results inherent in the quest to improve data management practices at all levels of the supply chain. To illustrate how retailers build systems selection and implementation around data management concerns, we will examine two different organisations: Dirk van den Broek, a Netherlands-based discount retailer and Groupe Casino, a French-based multi-channel grocery retailer. These two cases are particularly noteworthy because they vary significantly by size and requirement. Dirk van den Broek, for example, was looking for the ability to increase its product turnovers by centralising its data into a single, shared source while keeping transitional costs at an absolute minimum. Given the volatility of the discount retailing business, pricing and the ability not to disturb its existing processes were critical challenges. For Groupe Casino, the challenge was to centralise four separate ad hoc data sources in its warehouse operations, and minimise exceptions and other expensive, inaccurate data. Greg Belkin Editor, Retail Systems Alert Europe [email protected]
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Introduction: The Case for Effective Data Management Several years ago, retail IT management was considered a support function to major operations within the retail enterprise. With little documented proof of the benefits associated with streamlined supply chain management, IT management played a small role in formulating business process-related decisions. As such, most retailers allowed their departmental managers to create their own data sources, thereby resulting in costly data inconsistency across the supply chain. Today, due to the growing complexity and competitive nature of the retail industry, the importance of effective IT practices, such as data management, is receiving increased attention from senior executives. Both CEOs and CFOs are beginning to examine internal and external logistics and supply chain management with greater scrutiny. Documented successes from organisations around the globe like Tesco, Amazon.com, and Asda’s parent company, Wal*Mart, have motivated the entire retail industry to take a second look at the benefits associated with IT investment in this area. At the core of these successful, IT-driven organisations is an initial decision to centralise data management. A retailers’ data management processes have become one of the key differentiators in the competitive retail environment. The growing interest in increased product data collection methods, such as radio frequency identification (RFID), has served to raise the profile of data among retail and supply chain experts. It is clear that RFID will lead to faster-information collection, flow and retrieval – and perhaps retail-time retailing. It is no longer a case of if data management will become the focus of every retailer, but when.



Critical Challenges The challenges of good data collection and data management facing retailers today may not seem like news to many in IT management. However, there is a growing appreciation among key business executives who are finally realising how important data management has become. Many CEOs are asking their IT management about how to substantially improve data analyses to improve out-of-stocks, inventory turns, inventory carrying costs and time to market of new products. 1. One Data Source The primary critical challenge to retailers today is to centralise all data into one source for easier access and analysis. The availability of Web-based solutions raises the potential to allow all parts of the internal supply chain and external trading partners to have access to a single synchronised source of data. Among other factors, the Web has motivated retailers to take a hard look at how they manage operational and product information. With the possibility of synchronised data sources as proposed by organisations such as EAN International, Global Commerce Initiative and Uniform Code Council, the retail industry is slowly moving away from the concept of multiple, department data courses where inherent and expensive data inconsistencies abound. 2. Flexibility Flexibility of data management represents another major challenge within the retail industry. Centralised data management solutions must be able to interface with different channels, departments, 4
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trading partners and systems already in operation within an organisation. For example, at the storelevel, trading and operational managers require quick and accurate price manipulation and product information updates. Information ranging from inventory levels at the warehouse level, store positioning data, product location, and fulfillment metrics must be accessible and flexible to change from all parts of the retail enterprise. 3. Scalability Retail supply chain managers require that their data management is scalable. As a company grows from a small operation to a large industry player, the amount of product data that it must process and be accountable for increases exponentially. In addition, with the growing popularity of increased product location management initiatives, this is likely to further increase retailer’s data management needs. Solutions attempting to manage data at all parts of a supply chain must address these concerns and prepare for large-scale processing. 4. Timing The issue of implementation timing is also a critical challenge to retailers wishing to better manage their supply chain data. Previously, a supply chain upgrade project was given a timetable of about three to five years to completely transform a business and achieve return on investment benefits. With the fastchanging landscape of retailing, this timeframe has become unacceptable. Software implementations should take less than a year to complete and rollout successfully prior to Christmas and other major seasonal events. They must also come in a phased approach with support for previous systems and future growth initiatives. These challenges are echoed in the case studies included in this white paper. Dirk van den Broek’s previous warehouse management system, based on decentralised data management, was resulting in less than adequate product accuracy throughout its diverse business units, including warehouse, liquor stores and drug stores. Groupe Casino’s prior inventory management procedures were based on multiple, decentralised databases, including four warehouse management systems, four store-level product management systems, and a separate product database for each warehouse in operation. As a result, due to differing itemlevel information such as quantity, quality, availability and location, significant exceptions were realised among product lines. Meeting these challenges demanded improved and easier access to the latest product information. It also demanded the ability to quickly and effectively analyse this data.



Problems/Obstacles Retailers are facing major changes in the way IT initiatives are proposed and carried out within their organisation. 1. Alignment The first and perhaps most important is the necessity of aligning IT initiatives with established and new © Copyright 2004 Retail Systems Aler t Europe
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internal business processes. When retailers focus on improving warehouse management to business planning processes, they must focus on how such a change would affect their entire data management strategy, on a holistic and functional basis. This includes sales, marketing, finance, distribution, research and development, and other departments. Consequently, when a retailer makes a decision to purchase a software solution, they must include all these functional groups on a steering committee to maximise their IT investments across the enterprise. 2. Transformation Strategies Establishing business-level transformation strategies became a crucial part of Dirk van den Broek’s and Groupe Casino’s implementation strategy. The former established an executive-level change management committee to oversee implementation processes. This team together with executives from IT, data technicians, project users, and training executives formed a steering committee to oversee the project. Groupe Casino established a series of different steering committee’s to oversee different aspects of the implementation, such as warehouse operations, merchandise floor, and supermarket operations. Each steering committee was assigned a project leader, software users, and executives representing different departments of the organisation. The retailer established an overriding principle during the implementation that “there can be no change in software if there is no change in process.” It dedicated one day per week during the implementation to the review its project management practices. 3. Systems Integration Besides from change management, there are other obstacles that need to be addressed as well. New software solutions must not only support improved processes, but must be backwards-compatible as well. Therefore, IT must create, deploy, and maintain a robust network capable of complex analysis to meet current and future requirements while also supporting older functionality.



Implementation Strategy Every successful IT implementation requires careful consideration of many factors simultaneously from data management to process alignment to continuous business support to organisational and cultural issues. As a result, most successful solution providers propose an intense analysis of existing solutions, business process requirements, and timing and cost requirements. For example, the sponsor of this white paper, Aldata Solution, has established a G.O.L.D. methodology and states that “At the time of all the steps during the installation of an IT solution, G.O.L.D. experts unite with the customer personnel enabling the establishment of a focused and dedicated team to successfully execute the project.” G.O.L.D. Project Methodology The main phases of project implementation are structured such that the overall project scope, objectives, planning, resources and time-scales are defined to produce the implementation blueprint. Each activity and its corresponding set of tasks are identified in terms of resources allocated, the means by which the tasks will be completed, the set of deliverables to be produced and the deadlines. From 6
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project initiation through to project completion, the implementation methodology is applied and adhered to and is, at all times, visible to management. The G.O.L.D. Project approach takes into account the fact that G.O.L.D. is by design a scalable product which can begin with core business operations and gradually evolve into the appropriate deployment of full business operations. This evolution is determined by the customer’s requirements in terms of co-habitation with existing systems, functional transfers and the retraining of necessary personnel. With the G.O.L.D. Project approach, it is not ‘big-bang’ but a controlled and phased deployment which matches the business evolution. The G.O.L.D. Project methodology ensures that implementation with G.O.L.D. is not an overly long or complex process. It is designed to ensure speed and simplicity such that customers can start gaining in terms of productivity and ROI in the quickest sense possible. In addition, Aldata’s experience in implementing projects world-wide guarantees : • a smooth and quick deployment, • the application of best practices developed on other projects, • long-term, the solution’s continuity and long-term viability.



Benefits Building a stable and robust data source for the G.O.L.D. system remains one of the keys to successful systems implementations. By tuning data management, establishing appropriate parameters, and reviewing corporate procedures prior to the rollout of a major IT initiative, retailers have witnessed significant benefits for the entire retail enterprise. In the accompanying case studies, Dirk van den Broek reported benefits from a simplified user interface that provided immediate, real-time access to product inventory management data. Groupe Casino has also noted several significant benefits, such as decreased product exceptions and errors, streamlined product information accessibility, a short implementation timeline, and increased overall revenue. In general, benefits from increased data management processes can include: • Reduced labour and operational costs • Significant increase in speed • Better decision-making • Increased customer satisfaction • Increased turnover rate due to decreased data exceptions
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Case Study



Heightened Data Accessibility Improves Dirk van den Broek Supply Chain Discount retailer improves product order accuracy to strengthen existing supply chain management procedures.



Seeking to maintain effective support of high product turnover while improving supply chain performance and customer service, Netherlands-based discount retailer Dirk van den Broek, a division of retail conglomerate Uniconsult, recently expanded overall access to inventory management data. The retailer’s previously existing warehouse management system, based on decentralised data management, had produced decreased levels of product accuracy through its range of business units, including warehouse, liquor and drug store locations. As an initial step to obtaining better inventory visibility, Dirk van den Broek established a list of critical technology- and business-related improvements required for effective logistics management procedures. These included enhanced track and trace management and functionality, decreased lead time, real-time access to product information, and improved replenishment at the warehouse level. In addition, the retailer identified business requirements such as the ability to conduct transit ordering and cross-docking, compliance with EAN 128 encoding and adherence to Netherlands-based laws governing transportation and accessibility of product information. By implementing and integrating warehouse management solutions from Aldata Solution, Dirk van den Broek has been able to improve its inventory management and fulfillment practices by establishing a single, centralised, Web-based inventory data repository.



Implementation Between Q2 2000 and Q2 2001, Dirk van den Broek took the following steps to centralise its product data and improve distribution management: 1. After thoroughly reviewing existing supply chain management procedures, Dirk van den Broek formally recognised the need to centralise inventory data storage for improved visibility and accessibility. The retailer began a search for an appropriate software package that would sustain a high level of product turnover, decrease error-related exceptions, and increase overall item management efficiency.
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2. Dirk van den Broek formally selected the Aldata G.O.L.D. WMS solution to address its supply chain management needs, based on previous experience and the ability to address the retailer’s specific implementation requirements. 3. Dirk van den Broek established a business process, and established an executive-level change management committee to oversee implementation processes. This team, in conjunction with IT executives, data technicians, project users, and training executives formed a steering committee to manage the centralisation of inventory data. 4. Aldata and Dirk van den Broek began a detailed analysis of existing supply chain management processes and procedures, and outlined which areas of its business would benefit the most from enhanced product data management operations. 5. The discount retailer and vendor created new procedures based on the functionality of the G.O.L.D. software package, known as implementation cookbooks.



Technical Environment Dirk van den Broek supports product management activities with the following technology: • an AIX-based IBM mainframe running Aldata G.O.L.D. WMS; • an Oracle rational database management system (RDBMS); • warehouse-level 8.02.11-based LAN and RF systems for communication with truck terminals and voice-picking equipment used by order pickers; • a leased-line-based WAN; • store-level PCs with terminal emulation; and, • a store-level, ethernet-based LAN.



Benefits Since developing a simplified user interface that provides immediate, real-time access to product inventory management data, Dirk van den Broek has increased overall productivity by 5 percent and warehouse quality by 2 to 3 percent, based on logistics performance, and reduced product stock corrections by 50 percent.



Future Plans 6. Dirk van den Broek launched a conference room pilot of G.O.L.D. and associated business processes, and trained staff on best-practice inventory management procedures. 7. Based on training and recommendations by Aldata staff, Dirk van den Broek established business and technology scripts designed to facilitate the transition into the new data management solution. Dirk van den Broek staff endeavoured to go through as little customisation of G.O.L.D. as possible to maximise the potential unifying effect of data management across the entire enterprise. 8. Dirk van den Broek focused on one warehouse as a first implementation location. Upon completion, the discount retailer extended its improved data management procedures to its entire warehouse operations.



During 2004, Dirk van den Broek plans to upgrade its implementation of the Aldata G.O.L.D. WMS solution with voice picking functionality and other applications designed to further simplify data management procedures.



Takeaway Dirk van den Broek is a relatively small retailer with a high level of product turnover. The company needed a solution that would focus on decreasing costs by improving visibility and accessibility of inventory data, all with little to no disruption in existing processes. By implementing Aldata G.O.L.D. WMS and realigning related inventory management processes, the retailer has met these goals and can note inventory tracking benefits similar to that of a larger organisation.



9. Operating within the limits of the G.O.L.D. application, and based upon the feedback of the steering committee and its end-users, Dirk van den Broek made several software adjustments to further fine-tune the products operation
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Case Study



Groupe Casino Establishes Centralised Supply Chain Management France-based grocery retailer eliminates product line exceptions.



In Q1 2002, based on successful process realignments realised with supply chain management solutions from enterprise systems vendor Aldata in its Thailand-, Poland-, and Argentina-based business units, Groupe-Casino decided to upgrade supply chain management procedures used in its French unit. These were based on four warehouse management systems, four store-level product management systems, and a separate product database for each warehouse in operation. As a result, due to differing item-level information, such as a quantity, quality, availability and location, significant exceptions were occurring among product lines. By implementing and integrating supply chain management solutions from enterprise systems vendor Aldata, Groupe-Casino has been able to improve its inventory management and fulfillment practices by establishing a single, centralised, Web-based product management solution.



Implementation Between Q1 2002 and Q2 2004, GroupeCasino took the following steps to centralise its warehouses and deploy improved distribution and product management solutions. 1. Based on a positive long-term experience of addressing inventory management discrepancies in other business units, Groupe-Casino formally decided to centralise all product information into a single, shared source in order to decrease exceptions and increase overall product management efficiency. 2. Groupe-Casino formally selected the Aldata G.O.L.D. solution to address its supply chain management needs, based on previous experience and the application’s ability to address Groupe-Casino’s specific implementation requirements. 3. Groupe-Casino established a series of different steering committees to oversee different aspects of the implementation, such as warehouse operations, merchandise floor, and supermarket operations. Each steering committee consisted of a project leader, software users, and executives representing different departments of the organisation. The retailer established an overriding principle during the implementation that “there can be 10
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no change in software if there is no change in process.” One day per week during the implementation was dedicated to project management. 4. Aldata and Groupe-Casino established a list of necessary IT requirements, such as the ability of new technology to interface with older systems, while the transition was made. 5. After a close review of existing processes, Aldata and Groupe-Casino decided to begin the product management project with supermarket locations, which accounted for 80 percent of overall hypermarket activity.



Takeaway Having recognised the pitfalls of decentralised product management procedures, GroupeCasino wisely decided to deploy a centralised product management solution that all trading partners could access. The crucial aspect of this implementation was the realisation that technology changes must go hand-in-hand with business process changes. This combination ensures that all departments are aware of and can participate in a successful implementation that directly addresses business challenges. The end result makes management much easier for all parts of the management chain, and further decreases the chance of item data errors.



6. Aldata and Groupe-Casino began implementation of G.O.L.D. WMS in warehouse operations, starting with frozen foods and other product lines with small, limited SKU requirements. 7. The retailer implemented general merchandise locations into the G.O.L.D. centralised database solution. 8. Groupe-Casino and Aldata made several adjustments to the customised solution, based on feedback of steering teams and representatives from supermarket, warehouse, and merchandise locations.



Benefits By the end of Q4 2003, Groupe-Casino had established and implemented streamlined product management processes and the G.O.L.D. supply chain solution in 26 out of 30 warehouses, 10 out of 260 supermarkets, and one out of 4,250 convenience stores. At these locations, the retailer has decreased product exceptions and errors, enhanced product information accessibility, and increased overall revenue.



Future Plans During 2004, Groupe-Casino plans to modernise product management processes and implement the Aldata G.O.L.D. WMS solution to all 260 supermarkets, 20 to 30 convenience stores, hypermarkets, and its remaining warehouse locations. In addition, the company plans to further upgrade the G.O.L.D. software suite and related hardware.
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Conclusion Many retailers have come to realise that they require more sophisticated tools to manage the vast amounts of product information across their enterprise. Consequently, centralised data management has quickly become a crucial aspect of supply chain management. Few would debate this fact, and it has been perused in various degrees for many years. But the world is forcing change upon most retailers. The intense competition among a few global retailers and its impact upon merchandising and pricing among all retailers has created a review of how to access and utilise product data. Moreover, because of the uniqueness of each chain, its buying practices and its distribution network, supply chain practices are undergoing significant review and revision. Because the Web has simplified access to retailer and supplier data, many retail visionaries are seeing new techniques to eradicate data inconsistencies that cause out of stocks, and other data-related cost inefficiencies. The goal, therefore, is to determine when and how to utilise systems to improve data management. Solution providers such as Aldata recommend a phased, rather than an all-at-once approach to implementing a new system across the supply chain. This solution must be backwards and forwards compatible, and must be implemented in time frames measured in months, not years. With the right system in place, retailers will be making the best possible decisions based on easily accessible data, and remain competitive in the twenty first century.



Paper Publisher Retail Systems Alert Europe Inc. is an independent company with offices in Hove, East Sussex, UK, and owned by US-based Retail Systems Alert Group Inc. It is dedicated to the advancement of next-generation retail systems practices in UK and continental Europe, including IT management, IT business alignment and technology visioning. Its parent company, Retail Systems Alert Group Inc, is a global research and events company that has followed the advancements of technology applications within the retail, e-commerce, and supply chain industries for more than a decade. The company provides analysis and insight about a broad spectrum of issues and trends through publications, conferences and expositions, Internet services, special reports, and customised research. Retail Systems Alert Europe Inc., 53 Coleridge Street, Hove, East Sussex BN3 5AB, UK Tel: +44 (0) 1273 722687 Fax: +44 (0) 1273 821463 Email: [email protected] www.retailsystems.com



This paper is sponsored by Aldata Solution Aldata Solution is one of the leading providers of software solutions for the global retail industry. The company develops integrated software that enables retailers to gather, manage and analyse their complex data to reduce costs and optimise returns. The product portfolio includes Supply Chain Management Software, In-store Software and Security Systems. Aldata supplies its software through its own subsidiaries in Finland, Sweden, France, Germany, Slovenia, the UK and the USA, as well as through its global partner network. Aldata is currently the 4th largest retail software provider in Europe and has installations in over 40 countries. Aldata's net sales in 2003 amounted to 75.3 M EUR and the personnel amounted to 495 in the end of 2003. Aldata's shares are quoted on the Helsinki Exchanges with the identifier ALD1V. More information at www.aldata-solution.com Aldata Solution, 37 rue du Colonel Pierre Avia, 75015 Paris, France Tel: + 33 1 46 48 28 00 Fax: + 33 1 46 48 28 01 Email: [email protected] www.aldata.fr
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